How do I get the ILLiad Billing Manager to go Live for other sites on a shared server when I already have one site that is Live out of all the sites?
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Symptom

• You have a shared server and one site is Live with the Billing Manager. You want to have other sites on the shared server now to go live.

Applies to

• ILLiad

Resolution

To Go Live with the other sites, you should follow the Going Live with the Billing Manager Documentation. You need to do the following:

1. You need to decide if you want to delete any Test Requests. If you do, then you need to use the Database Manager to go Live.
2. If you do not have Test Requests, then you can use the Customization Manager and just change the BillingManagerLive key to Yes.
3. After the first two steps, the Billing Manager will automatically use the next available invoice.
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